Absrrocr -Detecting and classifying vehicles using a stationary camera is an important task in intelligent transportation systems. I n this paper a novel vehicle detector is introduced. The vehicle detector uses the most common feature among all vehicles, the ubiquitous wheel. The vehicle detector finds wheels and infers vehicle location from background segmentation and wheel detection. Views from a rigid rectilinear camera are used. The images are convolved using a difference of gaussian filterbank. The responses from the filterbank are applied tn a precomputed set of principle components. The principle component responses are compared against a gaussian mixture model of wheels and gaussian mixture model of non-wheels. Wheel candidates are chosen and tracked. Any wheel tracked in the foreground is chosen as wheel. Initial experimental results along with analysis are included.
INTRODUCTION EHICLE classification is very important in traffic
V flow analysis for transportation systems. Accurate estimation of wheelbase can provide a useful cue for vehicle classification. In this paper, we present a novel camera-based system for remote real time wheel based estimation. This research is performed in conjunction with a larger research project dealing with multisensory systems for structural health monitoring of transportation infrastructures such as bridges [I] . One o f the requirements in that research is to extract accurate characterization of traffic flow as well as individual vehicles moving over bridges and to establish accurate correspondence with other embedded sensors in the bridges By utilizing similar concepts in these two studies, we attempt to show the generalities and robustness of the basic principle of wheel detection.
The goal is to use the ubiquitous wheel feature. All vehicles have wheels, and their texture is similar. They are all framed in a similar fashion as well. The wheels are always surrounded by fenders and have a road bottom. This algorithm attempts to use all the above information in the formation of the wheel detector.
An application of this work is to detect the wheel type and wheel baselines of vehicles driving by. In this way, a vehicle as well as a classification of type of vehicle can be attained.
A. Previous Work
The algorithm developed in this paper is similar to the one we developed for a vehicle mounted cameras for a full surround analysis system. [Z] . In that research, we deploy omni-directional vision sensors mounted on vehicles for detecting and tracking vehicles in adjacent lanes. In the research discussed in this paper, our interest is to use stationary rectilinear cameras rather than mobile omni-directional cameras. The main difference is the training set and taking advantage of the static background.
A lot of work has taken place detecting moving objects There is not a big difference between texture detection and wheel detection [lo] . Convolving the primitive gaussian filters with the image results in pixel features that are representative of edges and angles of the edges.
Lighting is not represented, but since we do not want to he sensitive to lighting conditions, using these filters is a good idea. An alternate approach of using PCA directly on a scene has the disadvantage of needing to automatically weed out information not pertaining to wheels. PCA has a harder task than if the filterhank output has already weeded out some of the redundant information.
OBJECT DETECTION WITH FILTERBANKS
The vehicle detector has three stages as shown in figure   1 . The first is the data independent stage, then the data dependant stage, and finally, the classification and tracking stage.
A. Dala Independent Processing
Using a rectilinear camera, video is captured. The next step is to convolve the image with difference of Gaussian two-dimensional filters. Each video frame is down-sampled and convolved with each filter separately. When the convolution of the image with the filterbank is complete, each pixel is a forty dimensional feature vector.
1) Diference of Gaussian processing
Each pixel. is then normalized. Normalization attains some robustness against lighting changes. Dimensionality reduction then occurs using dependent processing.
B. Dola Dependent Processing
Forty dimensional features are unwieldy. Further, comparing the features to a single wheel as a model is not very effective. A generic wheel and road model must he generated. Dimensionality reduction must he done. As in [I] , PCA is performed on the training data and both a wheel and road model are generated. 
1) Probubility Disbibution Formation
Training to generate a good probability distribution (pdf) to represent the road and car is complicated. We begin with 23 16 training samples associated by hand into classes. Each class has a gaussian formed around it. These gaussians are fed into the Expectation Maximization algorithm [I21 and iterated upon.
The expectation maximization algorithm runs into trouble when there are many classes to be matched. The algorithm can collapse classes onto single points but occupying a large portion of the probability space (high alpha value). A solution devised to deal with this problem is to reduce the number of classes if the lowest eigen value (indicating a narrow spread along one of the axis) is lower than a threshold. Using this method, sixty one classes collapse to twenty three classes.
The probability distribution generated includes all wheel and non-wheel classes in one gaussian mixture pdf. These classes are tracked from the initial conditions to the end. During the probability calculation step of the algorithm, the wheel and non-wheel probabilities are calculated separately and compared.
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Training Ser
The training set consists of two buses coming from the right, three buses coming from the left, three cars coming from the right, three cars coming from the left, a SUV coming from the right and left, and a minivan coming from the right. In each video, the wheels of each vehicle are clicked on in each frame. Each bus wheel is assigned its own guassian. Likewise, each set of car wheels is assigned its own Gaussian. At the beginning, all nonwheel samples are assigned as road samples. Beginning from the second video, bootstrapping false wheel detections into the non-wheel model occurs. The worst false positives get their own new Gaussian model as a non-wheel and the wheels are clicked upon as normal.
This results in a small groups of pixels in the wheel region get a very high response to the wheel pdf. Very large regions with edges near the scanned pixel get a high response to the wheel. Less textured regions are detected as non-wheel. The rest is non-vehicle and gets thrown out by background Segmentation.
2) Background Segmentation
Background segmentation is used [SI to reduce false positives caused hy textures in the static background (like windows and brick walls). Background segmentation using a background model is an effective way to take advantage of a static scene. Processing using a background model has the advantage of not being susceptible to textures that don't move, but have the disadvantage of not always working if the foreground object is similar in intensity to the background.
The background model chosen for this system is a median background. The median is chosen because outliers do not affect it. Instead, if an outlier occurs, it is either the top or bottom value of the range found over the median frames.
The procedure is as follows. A set of frames are collected, and the median value for each pixel is chosen, thus creating a background model. After a model is found, the current frame is subtracted with the background model. If the absolute value of the subtraction is greater than a threshold, it is marked as foreground. Background models themselves have inherent problems when attempting to detect wheels with the foreground found. Background subtraction will not find objects with similar intensities to the foreground (note black on the inside portion of the vehicles in Figure 3 ). Shadows are a continual and difficult problem (note the white section undemeath the blobs in Figure 3) . Also, it will detect any moving object, not just vehicles. Some way needs to be devised to find the wheels within the outlines marked by the background segmenter. Combining background segmentation with the data dependant wheel detector takes advantage of the strength of both algorithms.
3) Putting it together
With the pdf in place, frame processing can occur. The probability of each pixel in the frame being a non-wheel or wheel is computed. If wheel is greater than non-wheel, it is then threshold and blobs forming around candidate wheels are formed. The hackground is used after the blobs are filtered and tracked for a couple of frames. If a tracked wheel is within the bounding box of any foreground object, it is marked as a wheel.
C. Tracking
Tracking is done using the same method as [I] . The tracker filters blobs generated by applying a threshold on the pixel probabilities. Wheel candidates are blobs that are within a certain size and eccentricity. Every wheel candidate is stored; and in the following frames, wheel candidates within a pre-set radius and of maximum probability are connected. If the wheel candidates are tracked for four or more frames, than the next connected wheel candidate is tagged as a wheel.
After the wheel is tagged, a search to see whether the wheel is within the hounding box of the foreground is performed. If it is, than the wheel is marked as valid. Since training is mostly done on wheels and not the surrounding texture, the background gets a lot of hits.
RESULTS
The following wheel detection results were attained using the algorithm outlined.
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The algorithm performs well in well posed situations. Above is a typical well detected scene. The arrow head points to the current centroid of the detected wheel blob. The direction of the arrow signifies the location of the centroid in the last frame. The circle is an illustration helping pinpoint the centroid of the wheel blob.
The nature of wheel blobs are such that they move about within the wheel which is why the arrows in most of the examples are not always pointing directly horizontal.
Typical false positives occur from regions that are surrounded by strong edges; not necessarily round. This is probably caused by the trained sensitivity to edges that are symmetric around a blob. This situation is caused by a similar phenomenon as above. The edges around the air condition vent of the bus and the bumper serve as edges surrounding a center point. It is possible to adjust the thresholds, but a tradeoff occurs with weakness of wheel response and strength of false positives.
Wheels can be detected up until they get occluded. The example in Figure 6 is a typical example of when a wheel is lost before an occlusion. The advantage of a probabilistic based approach along with a gaussian mixture model for the components of the system is that some generality is obtained. Although there are no pickup trucks in the training set, wheels can still he detected. An example is the pickup in Figure 7 . The tracking occurs over multiple frames (each sequence is at least one hundred fifty frames). Figure 8 is an example of how the system reacts over a sequence. The results in Table 1 show that the system can track wheels. A hit is counted when detection is within 10 inches of the center of the wheel. A limitation of the tracker is that wheels that are lost for a single frame are not tracked for as many as four consecutive frames.
CONCLUSION
Having knowledge of vehicle speeds and densities can allow traffic systems to be intelligently controlled. To this end, we have proposed a technique that detects vehicles from a stationary rectilinear camera. A difference of gaussian filterbank is convolved with the image to reveal feature vectors. Dimensionality is then reduced through principle component analysis. Blobs that are filtered out through size, eccentricity, and proximity to the foreground are selected as best wheel candidates. They are then tracked between frames based on proximity.
The difference of gaussian fillers are usehl, hut have a major flaw. They only react to edges that are at the origin of the filter. Edges that are on the border of the filter mask do not get sensed. This information is important. Future work includes using different filter types like a gabor filter to form a gahor jet. Gabor jets have different strength responses to different types of edges than the gaussian. They are also easier to adjust the strength of response from thin or thick edges (adjusting the weighting of each filter in the filterhank).
Early results show promise. Although results reflect the erratic nature of the tracking system, the underlying probabilistic framework yield successful results. Future work includes classifying vehicles through baseline size and wheel type. In the future, tracking will also he done through a mix of Kalman filters. Each wheel will have a filter applied and a filter will be applied on top to find the correlation in movement of the wheels. lf.there is high correlation between wheels, it becomes another indication that the system is tracking a vehicle. 
